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Washington named to CSU board
’Washington’s
experience as A.S.
president will help
him to represent
all 38,000
students in the
CSU well.’
Nicole Launder
Associated Students president

By Faye IA
Duly stall st.,

Gov. Pete Wilson has appointed
AMYX Washington, former president of
SJSU’s Associated Students, to the
California State University Board of
Trustees.
The appointment gives Washington a
voice in who SJSU’s next president will
be. lie will be able to vote, will serve on
the board for two years, but will not be
paid.
Washington tried to get students more
voice in CSU policies, according to current A.S. president Nicole launder.

Gov. Wilson lauds former A.S.
president as effective student rep
"That’s great," she said of the appointment "I think it’s a really neat oppmunity foi SJSU to have a student representative sit on the Mud of Trustees."
The CSU board needs student input,
she said.
"Washington’s experience as A.S.
president will help him to represent all
380,(Xl0 students in the CSU well," she
said. "It’s a very important position to
have a student advocate on the Board of

Trustees."
"He’s the only 1.ident trustee," she
said. "There have already been three
board meetings without a student."
Wilson predicted that Washington
would be a "diligent and effective advocate for the students of the California
State University system."
Like Wilson, Washington is a
Republican. He is 32 years old, and currently studying for a bachelor of arts

degree in communications at SJSU.
He already holds associate of arts
degrees in pharmacy and business and is
currently working as a pharmaceutical
technician for the Air Force.
An Air Force reservist, he was called
for military duty in Desert Storm last
January.
Washington left the university at that
time to train at Travis Air Force Base in
Fairfield.
The Associated Press and Daily
production editor Robert W. Scoble
contributed to this report..

Arneze Washington

Donna Brammer Daily uaff photographer

Students are fascinated, and disgusted, as they watch KSJS disc jockey
Phil Habib chew and swallow 10 worms to raise funds for the station.

KSJS jockeys eat
worms, wear
diapers for cash
By NI ichael Monaghan
ly staff writer

Donna /hammer Daily

sun- photographer

On -air personality Phil "Scoots" Habib is fed a live worm by fellow KSJS staffer Kim "Tortoise Woman" (lark.
The students are aiming to raise S20,000 for the station. !titbit) said, "The worms taste best with steak sauce."

Kinko’s agrees to ask
publishers’ permission
Course readers will cost students more
Ily Angela 11ill
I)uly suit writer

Kinko’s now has to copy everybody else
-- at least other copy companies.
In an Oct. 17 agreement, ending a lawsuit
from early this year, Kinko’s conceded to follow common legal practices of getting publishers’ permission and paying royalties
before duplicating copyrighted books.
For students, this means Kinko’s prices for
college class anthologies arc a little higher
than they used to he and (unwound is a little
slower.
the
The agreement is between I(
Asstriation of American Publishcis. and the
eight publishers who won the lass suit against
the nationwide copy shop chain in March.
The court’s ruling found Kinko’s guilty of
detounng permission fees in order to undercut as competition on college anthologies or
packets.
Although Kinko’s now adds the permission fees into its price scales, packet prices
arc not substantially higher.
"We still make the packets here at this
store" IMa Puna of the downtown San Jose
Kinko’s said. Pana is in charge of professor
publishing requests.
"The only difference it will make to students is that the packets might cost a little
more.

How much depends on what publishers
ask for in royalties on certain books," she
said.
Packets, a collection of copied sections
From books and other publications, are perfectly legal when proper authorization is
obtained and permission fees are paid,
according to Judith Platt, a representative for
AAP, a trade assoc. iatkm..
"College anthologies arc mud’ less expensive than buying the complete texts tor a
class," Platt said. "But the fact that they’re for
cducauonal purposes is no excuse to break
the law."
Obtaining ’,emission is the legal way to
go, but it does take longer.
"Getting permission may take two or three
weeks," Platt said. "Professors can’t expect to
come in at the last minute and get a 24 -hour
turnaround."
"It’s only fair, though." she said.
"Intellectual property is just as much pmperty
as something physical. People who wouldn I
dream of walking out of a store with an article of clothing don’t realize it’s the same
thing to copy things writers have worked on
for years."
In the recent agreement, Kinko’s also consented to pay damages of $1./t million to the
infringed publishers, obtain proper authorization and pay permission fees in the future.
lhe case will fall be appealed.
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KSJS disc Jockey Jon "Dr. Love"
Campbell aired his show in front of the
only
Student Union Thursday morning
it wasn’t the typical broadcast.
Clad in only a T-shirt. Ray -Ban sunglasses and a diaper, Campbell’s broadcast
from a playpen complete with Raggedy
Ann and Andy dolls was the answer to a
self-proclaimed pledge challenge from
KSJS’s pledge drive last week. The challenge: If sponsors raised S600 in pledge
money during his show, Campbell would
dress in "baby drag."
According to Campbell, it took only two
hours to raise the 5600, and a short time
later, $1,(X)0 was sponsored.
"People don’t know about (KSJS)."

Campbell said. KSJS hoped to raise awareness of the station with the Student Union
broadcasts, which lasted from 6 am. to 1
p.m. Other challenges Thursday included
Pete "Coach Q" Nyberg shaving his head
and "Scoots" Habib eating 10 live worms.
Pledges have amounted to 520,000 so
far, and this money will be used to purchase
new compact discs and disc players, microphones and air conditioners. However,
more money would be nice, Campbell said.
KSJS, which is located in Hugh Gillis
Hall, is scheduled to move to a larger room
in the same building when air conditioning
is in.stalled.
In exchange for pledging money to the
radio station, sponsors receive gifts such as
T-shirts, compact discs and concert tickets.
In this regard, "you’re getting something
back" as you give to KSJS, Campbell said.

SISU students head to Big Basin
to shore up land against erosion
It.k Kim Carter
ink ni.sit

Writer

Several SJSU students are volunteering to help
restore Big Basin in the Santa Cruz mountains
before the rainy season arrives.
Twelve members from the SJSU Environmental
Resource Center group ventured to Big Basin Oct.
19.
"It was a lot of labor and very educational," ERC
volunteer coordinator Jason Gerber said.
"Everybody came away with a good feeling that
they got things accomplished."
SJSU students from the Alpha Phi Omega fraternity will volunteer on Oct. 26 and members of the
Student Affiliation For Envimnmental Respect will
head fir the hills on Nov. 16.
Big Basin Redwood State Park is located in the
heart of the Santa Cruz niountains. lhe park recently acquired S00.000 acres of land called Berry
Creek Ridge to the north of Big Basin.
This area has been heavily logged, and if the
land is not prepared for restoration, the rainy season
holds the potential to wash thousands of tons of soil
down the slopes of the park into creek beds.
The result is that the creek water turns muddy
and sediment is deposited on creek beds. Waterrelated habitat is destroyed.
Already, native salmon and trout numbers are
down live warm to what it used to he. Trout need
clear creek beds to spawn.
"the SJSU students will be volunteering their
weekends in the next couple of months by removing
non-native plants and help in the construction of
erasion control structures.
The Sempervirens fund in charge of the project
is a non-profit organization that plans and coordi-

Rates a variety of restorauon activities in the Santa
Crw. mountains.
Ken Moore is the group coordinator who is in
charge of taking the teams out and demonstrating
the restoration process.
"The objective of the Sempervirens fund is to
preserve and protect the character of the Santa Cruz
mountains," Moore said.
The teams usually spend a six- to eight-hour day
of hard labor. Each volunteer will dig up foreign
plant species with tools provided by Solver:wens.
Moore said he tells student volunteers to "bring a
sack lunch and a bunch of water. I recommend that
you wear work clothes and hiking boots"
The erosion control is almost complete. "The
focus this fall is to remove all non-native invasive
plant species." Moore added.
Two species of non-native plants are spreading
rapidly throughout the rxirk area that need to be
removed: Pampas grass from Smith America and
French Broom Imm Europe. These plants take over
an area so quickly that the native species can’t cornPete"We can not co-exist with these plant species,"
Moore said. "Insects don’t attack the plant species
nothing interand animals do not cat the plants
acts with these plants"
Students who are interested in volunteering to help restore Big ’Win contact Jason Gerber at the ERC in
Washington Square Hall or contact
Ken Moore at Sempervirens (408)
662-3039.
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Dede Reis

Stop the war on herbs
44 1 but

in ftatvnofraovof

raOvfara wonardcrinugs,
flowers and herbs."-Willie
Nelson.
I saw another hemp shirt on a random
person the other day. They’re great shirts,
a bit too expensive, but I suppose we all
pay a price for the illegality of pot.
Casualties of the "war on drugs" range
from the imprisoned "dealer’ to the drugfree middle-class taxpayer. Pot use cost
Allen Ginsberg what sexual harassment
did not cost Clarence Thomas. In a
country at war with its own urine,
anything is possible.
As illustrated by alcohol prohibition
and, increasingly, the war on drugs,
substance control is the pipe dream of
would-be cultural police and a
convenient non-issue when "moral
leaders" like George Bush peddle
themselves on the stump.
Don’t get me wrong. I don’t want the
children of America high on grass in the
classrooms any more than the next
person. Close examination of drug use
among teenagers, however, supports the
theory that many kids are attracted by the
glamour that is associated with illegality.
Millions of dollars are spent enforcing
marijuana criminalization. Naturally,
millions more are spent cultivating and
importing the plant. Legalizing marijuana
possession would save a lot of money.
Futile enforcement costs would be
eliminated, a hemp tax could generate
millions of much needed government
revenue and the cost to recreational users
would be slashed.
Tobacco and alcohol are implicated in
the deaths of hundreds of thousands of
people each year in this COMFITS’ alone.

Pot use cost Allen
Ginsberg what sexual
harassment did not
cost Clarence Thomas
Studies indicate that cigarette users put
themselves at a far greater health risk
than pot-smokers. Others point to a great
body of evidence proving that alcohol is
both more addictive and is far more
likely to incite abusive and self
destructive behavior than dope. In fact,
65 percent of all murders in this country
involved the use of alcohol. So why is
marijuana illegal, you ask?
Many in the fight to de-criminalize
marijuana point to the significant
lobbying power of cigarette and alcohol
corporations. The last thing big beer
business wants is competition on the sale
of legal ganja. Also, consider the fear
surrounding anyone’s admission of either
the use or support of this plant.
In talking to people in the last three or
four years, I’ve found most have realistic
opinions of grass. These are characterized
by statements like "Of course pot is no
worse than alcohol." If more people get
past the misinformation lumping pot with
white powders and high power
hallucinogens, perhaps the often-thwarted
California Hemp Initiative will someday
be passed and de-criminalization of the
Cannabis flower will begin. It sure won’t
hurt state agriculture.
Dede Reis is a Daily staff writer.
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Kim Carter

Ruled by a dieting society
Canebridge. Jenny Craig. Ultra
Slimfast Extra-Strength
Dexatrim. I’ve tried them all.
Half of my life, I diet. Diet!
Diet! I wish I were one of
those types who could eat anything and
my metabolism would take care of it but noon.
I wish our society still believed in the
days of the fertility cult during the time
of Venus of Willendorf - plump is
beautiful. Actually, I realize that being
thin and in shape is healthy. However, I
do resent the way society puts pressure
on women and men alike to portray the
model, anorexic image look at Vogue,
Glamour, Cosmopohtan.
Fifty-million Americans attempt a
variety of diets each year, spending close
to $30 billion. This is a mere example of
the result of the self-image complex we
get from the model industry. Ninety
percent of people who lose 25 pounds
gain it all back. This is because when
people try to lose weight, they attempt
diets that will take the weight off the
fastest immediate gratification. These
types of diets tend to be the most
dangerous and ineffective.
Oprah Winfrey lost lots of weight on
the liquid Optifast diet, but look at her
today. She is heavier than she has ever
been and preaches that she will never try
another diet again.
According to Dr. Robert Kushner, a
university specialist on dieting, fast
weight loss is not effective. Dieters go on
crash diets and drop calorie intake
substantially. When goals are met,
caloric intake is increased; however, your
body no longer needs as many calories.
The result is weight gain.
The healthiest way to control
unwanted weight gain is to burn off more
calories than taken in. I would much
rather motivate myself to exercise than to
deprive myself from favorite foods. In
the book "New Fit or Fat," it says that fit

people eat more than fat people. Yes, I
like to eat; therefore, I want to be fit.
The winter months seem to be the
most difficult time to control my weight.
I find it difficult to motivate myself to
exercise because of the rainy weather.
During this time, I tend to succumb to
weight loss advertisements. "Lose 20
pounds in two weeks -just drink three
nutritional shakes a day and you will be
slim forever."
The Food and Drug Administration is
cracking down on the quackery diet
commercials because of false
advertising. They want full disclosure up
front side effects on the diet and the
number of people who drop out of the
program. For instance, the "Dream Away
Pill" has been taken off the market.
Advertisements stated: Take this pill
before going to bed and wake up
skinnier. Yeah, right. You’d have to be
really gullible to believe that one.
Nutri-System has topped the
headlines recently. There have been 5(X)
lawsuits filed because of gallbladder
failures. Advertisements from
Nutri-System and other programs alike
portray success stories. The fact is that
there are many more unsuccessful
stories. Women who attempt the weight
loss programs and do not succeed look at
themselves as failures. "If they can do it,
why can’t I?"
I don’t think the general population is
aware what weight is a healthy weight
because of the portrayal of the model
figure in our society. Alter all, who can
really wear the tight, slinky clothes
modeled and look as stunning as the
woman in the ad?
Well, one of these days I will.
Beginning Monday, I’ll start exercising
on a regular basis and try to eat healthier
foods. Or ... maybe next Monday?
Kim Carter is a Daily staff reporter.
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Spartan Dail,

AND ANOTHER
Ted R. Comerfimi
THING ...
Pick an issue, any issue, and take a stand
harassment, racism,
Sexual
Zionism, homophobia,
heterosexism, what do these
words have in common with each
other? They are all topics that
have been covered in the pages of the
Spartan Daily during the past two weeks.
Students already have plenty to think
about without having to ponder the issues
of the week: whether or not Israel is
oppressing the Palestinians, whether or not
lesbians and gay men are really human
beings, whether or not women are sexually
harassed on the job, and whether or not
Bart Simpson is the reincarnation of
Eleanor Roosevelt.
Regarding the Clarence Thomas
nomination/hearing/confirmation, I am
disgusted beyond my own wildest
imaginings. In the name of racial justice,
an irrefutably unqualified person was
nominated and confirmed to serve on our
nation’s highest court.
Believe me. I am the first person to
acknowledge that an African-American
needed to fill the vacancy on the Supreme
Court that was left by the retiring Justice
Marshall. Nominating an AfricanAmerican was the smartest thing George
Bush ever did. Nominating Clarence
Thomas, on the other hand was not.
Justice Thomas is neither experienced
nor old enough (not intended as a

constitutional argument) to sit on the
Supreme Court bench. Bush could have
nominated an older, more experienced
judge. But, determined to make race an
issue one more time, he nominated
someone who would barely pass through
the Senate confirmation process. Just
minutes after Thomas was confirmed by
the Senate, Republican senators were
bringing racial issues into the morass that
was Thomas’ confirmation, stating that the
Democrats who voted against Thomas
were voting against the second AfricanAmerican ever nominated.
To me, that sounds like an indictment
of the Republican presidents for not
nominating an African-American sooner.
But the way that the American people will
probably take the senators’ intimation will
be just the way Bush wants them to: the
Democrats oppose having AfricanAmericans in positions of power.
That’s horseshit.
Nothing legal can be done to remedy
the error of Thomas’ confirmation. It will
be up to a strong Congress and a wise,
liberal president to counter much of the
mess that will be coming out of the
staunchly conservative court. Now is not
the best time to be non-white, nonChristian, non-heterosexual, non-college
graduate, non-wealthy or nonconservative. We, as a nation, must brace

for the worst.
And in answer to what several of my
colleagues and friends have been telling
me about my recent column regarding
sexual harassment, thank you for bringing
another perspective to the issue. As far as
the sorority pledge who was raped goes, I
did step in and reported it to the campus
police. The pledge refused to press
charges. It was soon thereafter that I was
removed from the office of president of
that fraternity and was expelled from the
national fraternity.
My being willing to stand up for that
pledge was, in large part, a catalyst for my
expulsion. We all pay a price for
harassment. We also pay a price for
speaking out against the system. We arc all
in this one together.
On a lighter note, the symptoms of the
rise of a fascist nation are everywhere.
One needs only watch CNN Headline
News to see a former Grand Dragon of the
Ku Klux Klan, David Duke in race for
Louisiana’s governor’s office. I’m not Mire
that I am ready to get trucked off to the
camps just yet.
Speak out. Take charge. Be responsible.
Take action.

Ted R. Comerford is a Daily staff writer.

Corrections:

Forum page policies
The Spartan Daily devotes page two
Monday through Friday to opinions from
the Daily staff and community. Students,
staff and faculty are welcome to contribute
opinions.
Turn letters and opinions into the
Letters to the Editor box in the Spartan
Daily newsroom, WLN 104, between 9
a.m. and 5 p.m.
Submissions may also be mailed to the
Forum Editor, the Spartan Daily,
department of mass communications, San
Jose State University, San Jose, CA
95192-0149.
When submitting articles, please
include: your name, phone number,
address, class standing and major (if a

The date for the next meeting of
the Task Force on Intercollegiate
Athletics was incorrectly stated in the
Oct. 24 article "Sports task force sets
goals for academic standards." The
group will meet again Nov. 5.
In the article "Delta Gamma
splashes to help disabled groups"
(Oct. 23), the name of the event’s
chief organizer was not mentioned.
Philanthropy Chairperson Charissa
Pohle is responsible for organizing
the Anchor Splash. Also, the competition where fraternity members acted
out renditions of different stories
(such as Peter Pan and Rocky) was
titled "Mr. Anchor Splash." The
three-foot trophy was awarded to the
winner of the overall competition,
Sigma Chi.

student). Articles can be submitted on a
3.5 -inch disc with Microsoft Word.
Don’t send us your only copy because
submissions become property of the
Spartan Daily and will be edited for
grammar, libel, spelling and length.
Categories available to non-Daily
staffers arc:
Campus Viewpoint is a 300-500 word
essay on current campus, political or
personal issues. Submissions should he
well researched.
Letters to the Editor should be
approximately 200 words responding to
Spartan Daily articles or calling attention
to a particular issue or point of view.
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s M PUS MINISTRY: MOM
for Peace, Christian gathering of
schpture, fellowship, 10 a.m.,
; ’,opus Christian Center Chapel DOlh
Sin Carlos streets), call 298-0204.

MUSLIM STUDENT ASSOC.:
Friday prayers. 1 p.m. S 11 Guadalupe
Room, call 241-0850.

7.1t.r

,

it( : Environmental Resource Center
Free concert, Darryl Chemey
"Larth First!" 8 p.m.. Studio
I ticatre, FIGH, call 924-5467.

PHILOSOPHY DEPT.: Dr. Len
Brewster, "Why (lad does not exist,"
7:30 p.m., 4th floor lounge@
Colonnade Apts., 201 S. 4th St., call
924-4519.
RECREATION AND LEISURE
STUDIES: Halloween halkxm burst-.
noon, Art quad/inclement weather
hack -up site (SPX walkway). ,all 9843644.

S’,17-00/4’26
A.S. HOMECOMING 1991:
Homecoming tailgates. 3 p.m.. Spartan
Stadium/South Campus, call 924-6290.
SJSU ICE HOCKEY: SJSU vs
USC, II ant., Golden Gate Ice Arena,
3140 Bay Rd., Redwood City, call 267
6989.
JEWISH STUDENT UNION:
Halloween party, 7:30 p.m., Jason’s
house, call 296-3125.

PHILOSOPHY DEPT./ISR:
Lecture. Kathryn Eldred, "Ethics in
Computing." 10 a.m.. S.U. Loma Priem
MOM, call 924-4501.

SWOM27
SJSU ICE HOCKEY: SJSU vs.
UCLA. noon, Golden Gate Ice Arena,
3140 Bay Rd., Redwood City. call 267
6989.
JEWISH STUDENT UNION:
General meeting. 7:30 p.m.,

3
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International Center, call 725-8269.

ittavw28
ART DEPT.: M.F A Candidacy
Review. 13 graduate students
participating, 9 a.m.. An Dept., call
924-4330.
A.S. HOMECOMING 1991:
Banner contest, 8 a.m., S.U.
Antpitheatre, call 924-6240.
ASLS: A.S. Leisure Services, In -class
registration, during SpanAerobic

classes, Event Center Aerobics Room:
First day of second session
SpartAerobics. Event Center Aerobics
Room, call 924-5960.
CAREER PLANNING k
PLACEMENT: Employer
presentation, Varian, noon, S.U.
Almaden Room, call 924-6033.
SJSU CYCLING TEAM: Meeting,
5’10 p.m., S.II. Costanoan Room, call
298 6928.
MATH k CS CLUB: Lectures by
Prof. Mitchem, Rosane Ko and Charles
Sun, 3 p.m., MH 324, call 924-5113.

Student-run credit union gets off ground
Low -interest loans beginning
to draw more SJSU customers
the university. Surviving on its own
investments, WSF credit union boasts
a loan default rate of only 3 percent on
$192,(XX) in outstanding loans.
The credit union provides loans and
savings certificates to students who
might not otherwise obtain them. It is
also hands-on learning lab for business
students. Customers arc restricted to
SJSU students and alumni.
"The credit union is not there to
make money. It’s there for the students," according to Kurt Carrasquilla,
co-director of marketing and a junior
marketing major.
Services are tailored to student budgets, offering lower minimum balances for savers and less stringent
requirements for loan applicants than

By Barbara Doheny
Daily i.iit wnier
Twenty-five hundred dollars could
come in handy. Registration is coming
up. The holidays are close behind.
Not to worry. A group of SJSU students have the money to lend, and loan
applicants get their answer back in
about a week.
Washington Square Federal Credit
Union, the only student -run credit
union in the California State
University system, celebrates its fifth
anniversary this month in the black,
with 447 depositors and more than
$500,((X) in assets.
The all -volunteer staff gets class
credit but no financial support from

commercial banks.
Passbook or "share accounts" can
be opened with S25 and earn five percent annual interest
All deposits are invested in government bonds or savings certificates at
banks and savings and loans. Those
investments earn the interest WSF
pays its own savers.
An all -volunteer staff and the occasional bake sale help the bottom line,
but loans are the mainstay of the business.
WSF averages seven to eight loans
each month, and has lent $350,000
since its inception, according to
Carra.squilla. Since the start of the year
$100,((X) has been distributed in 54
loans.
"It’s not play money. The money
they’re investing is definitely not a
game," Carrasquilla said.
Five years ago, administrators and
the Associated Students board hail

serious doubts that a student-managed
lending institution could survive. The
A.S. refused to fund the young credit
union.
"Students are usually classified as
being the riskiest borrowers,"
acknowledged senior finance major
Roy Soo-Tho, the chief loan officer.
"It also reflects on the quality of
students we have here," he said of
WSF borrowers. "Most of them are
working. We find they come here
already pretty responsible."
Credit union chief executive Owais
Kazi, a senior finance major, has a different theory. "Students feel this is
their own credit union and they don’t
want to cheat on their own," he said.
Applicants must demonstrate a
monthly income of at least 56(X), and
their expenses cannot exceed half their
income, Soo-Tho said. The line is
more often drawn at 40 percent, he
said, but many factors are considered.

Civil-rights bill accepted by Bush
after ’quotas’ clause cut by Senate
WASHINGTON (Al’) -- President Bush
agreed Thursday night to accept a modified
version of the Senate’s long-disputed civil
rights bill, his chief of staff John Sununu
said.
The leading Republican sponsor, Sen.
John Danforth, R-Mo., said the latest revision also had been accepted by the top
Democratic supporter of civil rights legislation, Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass.
Senate Democrats scheduled a private
caucus Friday morning to consider the latest
GOP offer.
It emerged from a long day of private
negotiations, first among Senate
Republicans and White House officials, and
later including Kennedy.
"We finally were able to get language
accepted that eliminated the prospects of
quotas. That’s a very significant change,"
Sununu said.
"1 spoke with the president. It appears the
proposal is acceptable and if there arc no
additional changes to what is there, the president is willing to sign that bill," Sununu
said. "It is a non -quota bill."
Details of the substance of the changes
were not disclosed. Sununu said they
involved several paragraphs of technical
legal language dealing with a long -disputed
provision establishing standards of defense
for employers facing suits alleging unintentional discrimination.
In addition, the new proposal includes an
adjustment in the limits on damages that
victims of sexual harassment and sexual discrimination would be eligible for, according
to both Sununu and I)anfixth.
Both commented as they emerged from a
closed -door meeting in Senate Minority
Leader Bob Dole’s Capitol office. The
negotiations there ran for more than 1()
hours.
The agreement, if accepted by
Democrats, would represent an important
Iveakihrough in a civil rights debate that has
been stalled for nearly two years. Bush
vetoed a similar bill last year and had
attacked versions spormred by Democrats
as well as Danforth’s bill this year as "a
quota hill."
"It’s very significant," Sununu said. "...
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It looks like there’s enough strong support
both Republic= and Democratic that
this agreement can be brought to the Boor in
a relatively short period of time."
Danforth cautioned that, ’There is nothing agreed to until we vote." But he said
Kennedy "will recommend it to the
Democratic caucus tomorrow."
Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell,
after being briefed on the details of the proposal called the meeting of Democratic senators. Deal or no deal, he said, the Senate
will begin formal consideration of the bill
Friday.
"The private negotiations have about
been completed," Mitchell said. The question is whether they will be carried forward
to agreement, or whether we’ll simply reach
a point where no agreement is possible and
we proceed to resolve the matter here on the
Senate floor."
Talks toward a deal that would avert a
threatened veto by Bush heightened in
intensity as Dole brought together White
House counsel C. Boyden Gray and key
GOP senators, including Danforth.
As optimism about a deal grew in the
evening. Sununu joined the Republicans in
Dole’s office. Danforth took the new proposal to Kennedy. Kennedy had no comment as he went front a private meeting in
Mitchell’s office to a meeting in Dole’s
office with Sununu, Gray, Dole and
Danforth.
Dole told reporters, "Our people say if
Kennedy signs off, we can get a bill."
The Senate still faced a controversial
amendment or series of amendments bringing congressional employees under the bill’s
provisions.
The main focus. however, was a narrow
but intense argument over legal language
setting standards of defense that employers
could use against suits alleging unintentional
discrimination.
Only a day earlier, the White llouse had
renewed its attack on Danforth’s
measure as "a quota hill."
Supporters in both Runes had
focused efforts on trying to either
find a bill that both Bush and a
majority of the Senate could sup
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WASHINGTON (Al’)
Twenty-four partnerships of scientists, teachers and media
experts will share $5 million in
grants to produce videos, interactive exhibits and other projects
designed to excite young people
about science, federal officials
said Thursday.
The projects, once they are
proved successful, arc intended
to be replicated for wider use
across the country as part of the
Bush administration s push to
improve American students’
math and science skills.
One of the funded partner-

-Talk about harassment," she said. "Boy,
that tops the cake."

LOS ANGELES (AP) Gene Rotklenberry, a
one-time pilot and policeman who created the "Star
Trek" science fiction television series adored by
legions of "Trekkies," died Thursday. He was 70.
Roddenberry died at Santa Monica Medical
Center shortly after suffenng a heart attack at his
doctor’s office across the street, said hospital
spokesman Ted Braun.
"Star Trek," a ratings flop when it ran in the late
1960s, gained real fame in reruns of its 79
episodes. It led to six "Star Trek" feature films, a
new series with different intergalactic characters
and a cultural phenomenon of conventions. books,
clothing and lunch boxes.
A quarter century later, the show is still followed by millions of fans, commonly referred to as
"Trekkics."
The original series. set in the. 23rd century. featured the Starship Enterpnse and its crew, including
the dashing Capt. Kirk, played by William Shawl.,
and the logical but emotionless Vulcan first mate,
Mr. Spock, played by Leonard Nimoy.
Slimier called Roddenberry "a physically large
and impressive man."
"His stature was superceded by his towering
imagination .... The Star Trek phenomenon will be
his legacy and will live on forever," Stoner said.
Nimoy said Roddenberry "had an extraordinary
vision about mankind and the potential of
mankind’s future."
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ships will team Stanford
University with Lucasfilms
Learning, a multimedia design
group based within George
Lucas’ film company. This project proposed to develop interactive software programs on various science topics.
The New York Hall of
Science and the Association of
Science Technology Centers will
develop a 500 square foot, handson exhibit on AIDS and the
human immune system for families, teachers and students in
grades 6-12.
The exhibit will tour the

l’his program is designed to prepare men and tsr1111C11 10 manage
hospital., and health programs - a field that offers excellent emplos
mem prospects and leadership opportunities.

George Takei, who played chief navigator Sulu,
said, "Gene was a dear friend as well as someone
who shepherded my career. We call him the Great
Bird and he really was for me."
Paramount Pictures chairman Brandon
Tartikoff, whose studio made both series anti all the
"Star Trek" feature films. said Roddenherry’s creations were legendary.
"Few ideas in the annals of ;notion picture and
television history have inspired more passion and
allegiance on the part of the audience than has ’Star
Trek," Tartikoff said.
"Twenty-five years ago, Gene Roddenberry
imagined an optimistic future for us all, and his
vision will live on well into that future." he said.
The original "Star Trek" debuted on NBC on
Sept. 8, 1966, proclaiming its five year mission:
"To seek out new lite and new civilizations. To
boldly go where DO man has gone before."
The mission was canceled in 1969. Its highest
ratings ranking was 52nd, achieved during the first
season.
The show developed into a sensation in syndicar IV1102 rise to scores of fan clubs and fan maga/Me,: that recently celebrated the show’s 25th
anniversary.
A native of El Paso, Texas, Roddenherry was
awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross for his
World War II service. He was a pilot for Pan
Amencan World Airways from 1945 to 1949.
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country.
Another grant pairs the
American Association for the
Advancement of Science with the
Black Church Network to produce a series of biology -related
programs that can be used in
after-school programs and health
fairs.
The proposals were selected
from nearly 200 proposals submitted for Science Education
Partnership Awards. The grants
were made by the Alcohol. Drug
Abuse and Mental Health
Administration and the National
Institutes of Health.

’Star Trek’ creator Gene Roddenberry dies
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They believe they are within a vote or
two of that number, with more than a halfdozen Republicans counted as still undecided.
Before the Bush -Senate agreement, Sen.
Tim Wirth, D-Colo., blasted Bush’s opposition to the measure and said he would offer
an amendment permitting victims of sexual
harassment and discrimination to seek
unlimited damage awards in lawsuits.
"The White House has played the Willie
Horton card, they’ve played the quota card.
and now they are going to try and play the
women card," Wirth said.
"They’re playing pure politics with the
notion of equality the cornerstone of civil
rights."
The rights bill is intended to partially
reverse a series of Supreme Court rulings
that have made it more difficult for victims
of job bias to win lawsuits and collect damages.
In addition, the hill would expand the
ability of victims of sexual harassment and
discrimination to collect damages.
They are limited to collect back pay only,
while victims of racial discrimination are
eligible for unlimited damages.
The Senate bill, as well as a House.
passed version and a more restrictive bill
offered by Bush, would allow victims of
sexual discrimination and harassment to collect damages but within fixed dollar limits.
Sen. Barbara Mikulski, D-Md.,
denounced those limits, saying the result
would he "an anti -discrimination law that
discriminates against women.’’
She said Bush’s version would require
trials to he argued before judges without a

recently hired as the controller at
Ampex Corporation’s credit union in
Redwood City, according to adviser
Francenc Feldbruggc.
"The main point is experience,"
Soo-Tho said. "The experience I pick
up here reinforces what 1 learn in
class."
The only problem with operating
without university funds, officers
agree, is their off-campus location.
The group rents a nun above the
San Jose Peace Center on Seventh
Street, across from the Engineering
Building. Loan operations are managed out of a walk-in closet
"We are sort of hidden from the
students who can use our services,"
Kazi said.
For a credit union that grew from
startup to stability in tough economic
times, Soo-Tho said, "our main problem is letting everyone know we’re
here."

$5 million in science grants awarded

* Stud) in Los Angeles or Sacramento *

BRAKE SPECIAL :
$79.95(reg.$99.95)
per axle

port, or a version that would attract a twothirds majority that could override a Bush

"We have to be sort of flexible
when it comes to dealing with students, because each one of them faces
so many different situations," he said.
"I can say with confidence we
qualify a lot of students for loans who
would not qualify for any other financial institution," Kazi said.
He added the credit union expects
to offer car limns and a credit card by
the end of the semester.
Interest rates are set and investments chosen at twice -monthly meetings of the all-student board of directors. Every shareholder can nominate
and vote for board members each
December. The board chooses the
credit union officers.
The 30 to 40-member student staff
work for free, but pick up management experience that puts a shine on
their resumes. Students in any major
can join.
last spring’s chief executive was

Kathleen I hinneson
I SC, Sacr
ntii Center
1201 .1 Street
Sacramento, C 45814-2414
141M 442-6911
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SJSU comes to life with rhythmic jazz

Lynn Benson

Jazz artist Al DiMeola entertains his audience
Thursday afternoon during a free concert at

Dail) .aff photographer

the Student Union Amphitheater. The show
was part of SJSU’s Fourth Annual Jazz Week.

Fourth Annual Jazz Week brings Al
DiMeola to SJSU lunchtime crowd
By Anne Douquet
Daily staff writer

Toes were tapping, and heads were
bopping Thursday at the Student
Union Amphitheater to the rhythmic
chords of jazz great Al DiMeola
DiMeola and his World Sinfonia
Band brought its eclectic mix of classical jazz-tango improvisation to SJSU
and delighted a capacity crowd of 250
people for about an hour.
DiMeola and his five-man acoustic
band entertained a lunchtime crowd
with what band -member Gamaliel
"Gumbi" Ortiz calls ethnic improvisational music centered around folkloric
themes. With his congo-playing, Ortiz
adds a level of energy that fires the
creative talents of the band as a whole.
"The audience was happening, and
the band had a lot of fun playing
today," Ortiz said. "Other than a few
stage and sound problems, we had a
great time."
Dressed in an Aspen Police baseball hat, jeans, a casual shirt and boots,
DiMeola reveled in the energetic
fusion of jazz and rock that he played.
His fingers danced wildly over the
strings of his guitar drawing the audience as well as DiMeola deep into his
music in the afternoon sun.
World Sinfonia features the musical talent of Argentinian Dino Saluz-zi
on the bandoneon, a South American
instrument that is similar to a concertina or accordion in size and is played

by pressing buttons. Saluzzi is the
newest member of the band.
Percussionist Arto Tuncboyaci,
from Turkey, adds a whole new
dimension and sound to the band with
his home-made instruments. Bells,
chimes, various drums and Turkish
chants put through digital -delay that
add a lot, according to Ortiz.
The fifth member of DiMcola’s
group is Christopher Canington, who
performs on vihucla, dulcimer, mandolin and guitar. His lively guitar playing compliments the vast musical talents that DiMeola offers.
DiMeola is currently touring with
two bands and is releasing albums
from both next month. World Sinfonia
is a very young band that is presently
in its first month of performances,
On ii said.
DiMeola’s other long-standing
band is Electric Rendezvous featuring
the talents of Paco De Lucia, Jan
Hammer, Steve Gadd, Anthony
Jackson and Mingo Lewis.
On Nov. 5 "Kiss My Ex" will be
released, DiMeola said. World
Sinfonia is currently on tour promoting its new album, he added.
Both bands tour year-round and
World Sinfonia is headed to Oakland
tonight and is leaving Monday for Salt
Lake City. Soon after, it is scheduled
to tour Europe and Africa, according
to Ortiz.
DiMeola has a long list of musical
awards and accomplishments. He has

four albums released by Columbia
including, "Elegant Gypsy," "Casino,"
"Splendido Hotel" and "Friday Night
in San Francisco," which features John
McLaughlin and Paco De Lucia.
Some of his other albums include
’Tour De Force," "Soaring Through A
Dream" and "Tirami Su."
He was also the recipient of "Best
Jazz Guitarist," in the annual readers
poll of Guitar Player Magazine. This
honor earned him admission into the
"Gallery of the Greats," making him
the youngest guitar player in the magazine’s history to receive that honor.
DiMcola’s early musical training
was with jazz guitarist Robert
Aslanian, who emphasized reading,
picking technique and technical proficiency as well as blending a variety of
musical styles. He also attended the
Berklee School of Music in Boston in
1971, further refining his musical
style.
His influences included Larry
Coryell, Doc Watson, Kenny Burrell,
George Benson and The Ventures.
DiMeola and his World Sinfonia
band interspersed their electrifying
playing with a relaxed demeanor characterized by DiMeola exchanging
laughs and throwing things at his band
members. He interacted often with the
crowd and captivated the filled
amphitheater with his magnetism and
raw musical talent.
Yesderday’s free concert was sponsored by the A.S. Program Board.

Huey Lewis rocks Shoreline crowd, to
perform tonight at Concord Pavilion
By Robert Drueckhammer
Daily staff wnwr

Huey Lewis and The News, which
will perform tonight at the Concord
Pavilion at 8 p.m., is likely to rattle
your ears with nothing less than an
awesome concert if last Friday’s performance at the Shoreline
Ampitheater was any demonstration.
Lewis is expected to play both old
and new songs in his scheduled twohour performance.
Songs such as "The Power of
Love," "Jacob’s Ladder," "I Want a
New Drug" and "It Hit Me Like a
Hammer" are just some of the songs
Lewis played last week and will most
likely play again this weekend to
please hometown fans.
Last week’s performance was
nothing less than an awesome treat
when more than 10,000 ecstatic fans
showed up to hear him play in
Mountain View. Lewis, born and
raised in the Bay Area and who still
considers San Francisco his "home,"

Read
CenterStage
next Thursday
for the area’s
scariest haunted
houses this
Halloween

yelled excitedly at the crowd about
how "great" it was to be at home
again, after starting the concert with
one of his traditional harmonica
solos.
Then, with lights flashing around
the stage, Lewis’s band struck up
with the first song of the evening.
Drums pounded the evening sky,
turning eardrums into jelly,and audience members bellowed out songs
with Lewis while dancing in the
aisles and in the grass area.
The concert seemed almost elTonless for the performers, who seemed
to be having too much fun to notice
how much hard work it is to put on a
concert day after day. Strobe lights
provided an awesome display of florescent colored guitars and background scenes which stage crews had
set up to look like an old-fashioned
family room.
And concert-goers, who were very
well behaved most of the evening,
even got a little out of hand when
Lewis jumped off the stage during his
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the sounds of jazz artist Al DiMeola and
his World Sinfonia Band Thursday.

A capacity crowd at SJSU’s Student
Union Amphitheater piles in to hear

’Little Foxes’ at SJ Repertory
By John Vieira
Daily staff writer

San Jose Repertory Theatre gave
an outstanding performance of "The
Little Foxes." a play by Lillian
Hellman.
This moralistic play is about the
Hubbards, a greedy and selfish southern family, who have an all-consuming thirst for power and fortune.
The Hubbards are made up of two
brothers, Ben and Oscar, and a sister,
Regina. The two brothers and Regina
make a deal with a Chicago capitalist
in order to have a couon factory with
cheap labor and high profits.
In order to close the deal, Regina
needed money from her dying husband, Horace, who has high principles
and doesn’t use his money out of selfishness. So Regina and her brothers
rob him and hasten his death.
In this perfectly cast production, all
the performers spoke with similar
southern accents. It was well acted
melodramatic play with each character

taking on diverse roles of good and
evil.
Pat Nesbit plays Regina, a cruel,
heartless and ambitious woman who
sacrifices her husband and family for
the chance of making a fortune.
Nesbit performed wicked deeds
that drew gasps from the audience.
With her icy cold grin, sneaky eyes
and red-orange hair, Nesbit would
raise an eyebrow with a devious idea
and snarl her nose in spite. She was
vixen in attitude and appearance.
Her innocent daughter, Alexandria,
was played by Lori Putnam. Her performance of the bewildered and sometimes apprehensive daughter was reminiscent of Judy Garland’s performance of Dorothy in the Wizard of
Oz.
Horace, a that man of the house,
was played with patience and strength
by Jimmie Ray Weeks.
Libby Boone plays Birdie, a neurotic who is married to Oscar a
wife beater. With her quivering voice
and jittery fingers she would look

toward the heavens and recall her
warm childhood.
The set was alive and pulled the
audience into the living room. The
lighting created the effects of early
morning rays and stormy late afternoons.
From Regina’s mean, long, black
gloves to Alexandria’s innocent hair
bow, the costumes emphasized the
characters attitude. From Alexandria’s
fair, white skin, Regina’s wine, red
blush to Horace’s sickly, pale composure
the make-up added to the realism of each character.
San Jose Repertory Theatre opens
its 12th season with a winner under
the direction of Timothy Near.
Performances arc Tuesday through
Friday at 8 p.m., Saturdays at 5 and 9
p.m., and Sundays at 2 and 7 p.m.,
with a matinee on Wednesday, Nov. 6
at noon. Tickets are $13 to $28,
depending on show day, time and scat
location. Half-rate student rush tickets
arc sold 30 minutes before curtain and
are subject to availability.

Furs promote ’World Outside’
Ily Nicholas I). Smith
Daily staff wnwr

last song to run up and down the
aisles.
But when Lewis left the stage
after one and a half hours, fans
couldn’t stand it and demanded more
When he came back, he played
three more songs for them; getting
audience members to crowd around
the stage.
Tonight’s performance should be
equally spectacular
Tickets are still available, and arc
$29.50 for reserved seating and
S22.50 for lawn admission. For more
information, call thc Concord
Pavilion at (510) 676-8742.

Modem music fans get ready.
The Psychedelic Furs are coming,
and if you or your friends feel the Furs
are fantastic recorded, don’t miss them
in concert.
Led by scruffy-voiced lead singer
Richard Butler, the Furs’ live show is
an intense experience not to be
missed.
The Psychedelic Furs will hit the
stage at One Step Beyond in Santa
Clara Oct. 28, Monday night. The
Furs are touring their eighth album,
"World Outside. ’
Already the album has generated
an alternative hit with "Until She
Comes," a song about being addicted
to a person.
With the strength of the single giving the group extra confidence, The
Furs especially Mailman Butler,
will likely amaze the audience with
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great music as well as an energetic
stage show.
Butler is the essence of the band’s
energy as he spins wildly, shakes
hands with the crowd, and brings his
dramatic singing style to each song.
However, the remainder of the band
puts forth its own energy without
moving around the stage by driving
out forceful rhythms throughout the
show.
The New York-based band’s last
album, "Book of Days," was a creative, if not commercial success. The

new album deals with relationships on
a more personal level since 1981s
"Talk, Talk, Talk," hand members
said.
The six -member band has changed
members several times since forming
in London in 1978. Recent new members include Knox Chandler on second
guitar and cello, and Don Yallch on
drums.
The Psychedelic Furs play Monday
at One Step Beyond at 1400 Martin
Blvd. Doors open at 8 p.m. Tickets are
$13 in advance, $16 at the door.

"The best American movie of the Nineties!"
Donald Lynns. FILM COMMENT

"***! BRILLIANT! One of the most
inventive and accomplished American films
of the last decade, ’Idaho’ has more heart,
more texture, more originality and more
visual elan than a dozen other recent
films put together." - Edward Outhawum, S . F . CHRONICLE
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WORLD EVENTS

TODAY - Mostly cloudy by afternoon. Highs 65 to 70.
TOMORROW - Partly cloudy, 40 percent chance of showers. Highs in the 60s.
Since then, the embargo has hurt
Vietnam’s flagging economy, despite efforts
in Hanoi since 1986 to introduce Westernstyle reforms and move from a centrally
planned to a market economy.
One such move, in December 1987, was
passage of a law allowing foreign firms to
invest in Vietnam. Nguyen Mai, vice chairman of the Stale Committee for Cooperation
and Investment, said in August that since the
law took effect, "we have signed 292
investment projects for a total value of $2.2
billion."

The daily quoted an official of the Iraqi
Fishermen’s Association as saying that none
of the missing men had been repatriated.
There was no immediate comment from
Kuwaiti authorities.
But Kuwaiti Interior Ministry sources said
on Oct. 12 that the coast guard had detained
50 suspected Iraqi infiltrators aboard seven
boats inside the emirate’s territorial waters
two days earlier. The Kuwaiti sources did not
say where the incident took place or whether
the Iraqis were armed.
The unidentified fisherman’s official quoted in the Iraqi newspaper report claimed that
a "similar force" abducted 93 Iraqi fishermen
on Aug. 28 in the northern gulf.
In that incident, the official said, two Iraqis
were killed when allied warships sank a fishing boat.
Kuwaitis said at the time that they had

GIZA PLATEAU, Egypt (AP) Archaeologists excavating an ancient working-class cemetery have found at least nine
tombs topped by small pyramids, the first evidence that pyramids were built for commoners as well as pharaohs.
The mud-brick tombs, three miles from
the Sphinx and the three famous Giza pyramids, were made during the height of the
pyramid-building period along the Nile more
than 41 centuries ago.
"It’s unbelievable," Zahi Hawass, directorgeneral of the pyramids area, said Thursday.
"We knew that pharaohs could have pyramids at this time, but nobody ever thought
common people would be allowed to have
them as well."
He said the tombs, which began emerging
from the sands last week, arc the first known
evidence of such monuments during the Old
Kingdom, a four-century period ending in

BANGKOK, Thailand (AP) - The signing of the Cambodia peace accord in Paris
moves the United Statcs closer to ending its
trade embargo of Vietnam and normalizing
relations with its former enemy.
Vietnam has been working hard in recent
years to bring an end to the trade embargo to
gain badly needed Western aid. For their part.
American businessmen are keen to enter the
Vietnamese market before they get squeezed
out by competitors.
The U.S. conditions for ending the embargo and restoring tics with Hanoi are peace in
Cambodia and a fuller accounting of
Americans missing during the Vietnam War.
Washington applied the Trading with the
Enemy Act against Communist North
Vietnam in 1964 and extended it to the whole
country after the Communist victory over
U.S.-backed South Vietnam in 1975.
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$5,000,000 MEDICAL/HEALTH
insurance coverage for students
thru Blue Cross of California Rates
as low as $20 per month. For
brochure, call:
14081 252-7300.

65 CHEVELLE MALIBU Rebuilt
327. New Drakes. winshield &
wiring. Must sell. Make me an
offer. Ken 866.7197.

NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Office vishs, teeth cleaned and
- X-rays - no charge
SAVE MONEY and your TEETH
Enroll now! FOr brochure see
AS. Office or
Call 800655-3225
16 TRACK RECORDING STUDIO
Only 15 min from S1SU, we are
offering lower rates for S1SU sto
dents and staff who need working
practice tapes, band/songwriter
demos and 256 track midi-recording. Call for Info. VITAL SOUNDS
408 274-0909
PATRICK STEWART (Capt. Picard
from ST TNG) fan club Send SASE
for flyer. Fans of Patrick Stewart
/S1S, P.O. Box 7032, San lose. CA
95150.
EGG DONORS NEEDED to help
infertile couples achieve pregnancy
The Fertility and Reproductive
Health Institute of Northern California is recruiting women 18 35 to
donate eggs Requires testing 2
hours daily for approximately two
weeks Egg donors are compensat
ed financially for their time. Cali
Saundra at (408) 358-2500
REMEMBER WHEN sex was safe
and skydiving was dangerous?
Play It safe!
Bay Area Skydiving 510 6347575
VOLUNTEER LEADERS NEEDED fir
Inner City ,hiiaren / youth
Serve with Cityteam Ministries
Youth outreach In bible clubs,
tutoring, discipleship
Hours flexible Bernie Ashby
(408! 998 4/70
MAKE YOUR ANNOUNCEMENT
In the Spar tan Daily Classified
Call 9243277
AFRICAN CONNECTION bookstore
Books, greeting cards, games etc
463 So Bascom Ay San lose. Ca
CASH FOR COLLEGE. Scholarship
Quest has over 300,000 sources
of available college cash Our per
sonallzed Flnancial Planning Report
finds the hidden scholarship
sources for you Cali for a free copy
of ’10 Ways To Stretch Your Soho(
manila Chances" 408 7318226
ARE YOU APPLYING
TO GRADUATE SCHOOL?
The Princeton Review seeks Pre
Law, Prefilusness and other
prospective graduate students
Interested In taking a FREE LSAT,
GMAT or GRE diagmstiC exam. Call
(4081 268 9674 to make your
reservation Call Today.
"MR. BLUE GREEN" has current
Cell Tech Products (algae & ad
dolpholus etc I on hand now Special Money making/saving plan for
sororities, fiats groups. Get brain
food/body rebuilding Items from
Viktor In SH 211 or write, Plan 196,
PO Box 9, S 1 CA 95103 Phone
405 492-8827 Free yeast self test
OPEN BIBLE
Oh, put God to the test and see
how kind He Is’
Honor your father and mother.
that you may have a long,
good life
You must not murder
You must not commit adultery
You must not steal
You must not lie
You must not be greedy
S Cha PO Box 160315
Cupertino, CA 95016

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving 51SU tot 20 years
’Great Rates for Good Drivers’
’Good Rates for NonGood Drivers’
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student’
’Family Multi-car’
CALL TODAY
296-5270
FREE
NO HASSLE -NO OBLIGATION
QUOTE
Also open Saturdays 9 2
SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats.
4 wheelers, motorhornes. by FBI,
IRS, DEA Available your area now
Call 805 682 7555 Ed C 1255

COMPUTERS
APOLLO COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Specializing in IBM compatibles
Complete systems as low as
8435. Apollo can build a computer
to meet your specific needs! We
also help students upgrade their
existing computer sostems! We’re
happy to answer nuevvt,ons Please
Call

FOR SALE
SOLOREX $1000 NEVER USED.
Includes all accessories
Adrian 408 294.1053 after 6 p
4 PC. FURN. BLACK COUCH. love
seat. chair 8. ottoman 53(1) Inc
Cond. Will sell seperately Perfect
for college apt 0.er I, 294 3701
STOP MUGGERS, RAPISTS, drug
gas in their tracks, instantly, safe
and legal Money back guarantee
9 00 a m to 6 00 p.m 2886818

GREEK
HEY ATO
C.00d lob in Anchor Splash
We did what we set out to do
Love. your coaches

HELP WANTED
OVERSEAS JOBS 11900.412000.
per mo Summer, Yr round, All
countries, All fields Free Info
Write 1.1C, PO Box 52 CA03
COIOna Del Mar, CA 92625
WE’RE LOOKING FOR A TOP
fraternity, sorority or student organ.
’teflon that would like to make
$500.41500 for a one week
marketing project right on campus
Must be organized & hard working
Call Robert at (KO) 592 2121
INVOICE PROCESSING CLERK.
Temp 40 hr position, Nov 18 Feb 15 Accounting background
preferred Apply now at Spartan
Boodstore or call 408 924-1800.
LAWN AERATION SALES
$10. HOUR.
Guaranteed
weekends
Green Thumb Lawn Service
2498556

.
.
hiv .
prod,, .’.’nos. and
customer support Cover letter &
resume to Personnel,
ComputerWare, 2800 W. Bayshore
Rd.. Palo Alto, CA 94303.
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLEI
Many positions. Great benefits.
Call 805 687.7555 Est P.3310.
MODEL SEARCH 91 Cosmopolitan
International modeling agency
seeking M / F for fashion, print and
TV commercial work For free tiyaF
uationi Call 374-6090.
01 FUNDRAISER NATIONWIDE
Your fraternity. sorority, or other
campus group can earn between
$500-61000 In less than 7 days.
You pay absolutely nothing.
Call 1800-735.2077 Ext. 3.
POP SYSTEMS has fob openings
In high tech computer industry
Excellent opportunity for graduating
marketing majors, or any
graduating senior. Call
(408) 9440301 for Interest in a
full time or part time account
executive position open
CLERICAL HELP NEEDED Work at
own home Send $2 for more info
Entrepenuers Exclusive P0 Box
11763. Honolulu, Hi. 96828
JOIN THE CREW at the Rusty Scup
per’ Applications accepted M.F
2 30-5.00 1235 Oakrnead Pkwy.
Sunnyvale. 245-2911 Conveniently
((rooted off Hwy 101 & Lawrence
Expvry See you soon’
REC/P.L OR CHILD DEV/ED
MJUORSI Small World Schools is
hiring teachers and substitutes for
our 9 preschool (6-12 units (CE
preferred) and 12 school-age
pec/P.E units ok.) programs We
have both full-time and parttime
Positions Flexible hours available
Our centers are open 6am to 6 pm
Experience preferred but not
required Call 257.7326
START S7 5.00 PER HOUR
Day Swing Grave shifts Ft./Pt
Weekly pay
Security/Reception/He tftcn
Excellent benefits
Credit union Medical Insurance
No Experience Required
Immediate Interviews
Apply: Barn 5pm, Mon Fri
Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara
(Whs. San Tomas Exp / Olcolt)

HOUSING
ROOMMATE WANTED Rent
$21250 2 bed / 2 bath share
room 1481 Williams. Gateway
Apt s Contact Ben King 971 4 /08
JAPANESE STUDENTS: Reduced
rent in exchange for teaching owner
Japanese Rent master bedroom 1
block horn Light Rail SJSU 10 min
away Includes kitchen & w/d
$350 /mo + 1/3 utilities 2173367 or 298 6182 Ask for Chris
2BR/111.4 HOUSE Walk to
campus Sharp, updated bath &
kitchen wilennair. D W, Refrig
Formal D R , basement, off street
peeking Call 3545405
11116.91/0.- WHY RENT? I bed
WPM condo, very private, Inside
utilities, 2 patios, close to public
transportation and SJSU Agents
Nelli 2687985 MNhael 496.8189

COMPUTER RETAIL SALES Want
to have fun, while still maintaining 2 ISORM / 2 BATH APT, 57/0
820 a mo & 1 Bdrm/1 bath apt
your school schedule. & get Paid
for 11 too? Then you will be glad to $600 mo 12 mo lease Walk or
ride bike to school. 780 S 11th
know that CoMputerWare. the
street Laundry facilities, security
original and best Mac software /
hardware reseller, has Immediate bids , Cable TV avail Remodeled,
PT sales openings at our Sunnyvale very clean Call mgr 2888157
store Candidates must be highly

2134 B.C.
Hawass said he believes the pyramidtopped tombs were dug for workers "immediately involved in pyramid construction."
"It’s clear that the pharaoh must have
given them special permission to include the
pyramid for their own tomb," he said.

0 What test did SJSU’s Student Union
fail this week?
0 What gooey stuff did student volunteers shove their faces into for class
credit on Wednesday in the SJSU rose
garden?
0 What baseball Hall-of-Famer lost
his home and memorabilia in the
Oakland Hills fire?
0 What California State University
campus is being investigated by university police for flyers advertising a
"First Annual Gay Bashing and
Clubbing Night?"

ANSWERS: 1) A fire code test administered by
the Fut marshal). 2) Various varieties of pies at
an eating contest. 3) Reggie Jackson. 4) CSU
Northridge.

Word by Corey Tresidder
From Associated Press Wire Services

FAX:
PHONE:
ROOMMATE WANTED. 1 room
available Nov 1. Rent 5272+- 1/3
utilities. $200 dep. Lin 294-8347

Sample copy $2., year Si?
PO Box 7010, Van Nuys. CA
91.4097010.

GATEWAY APARTMENTS
Lrg 2 bdrm 2 bath, starting at
5750./mo. Free basic cable TV.
Security under ground parking.
Game room. BBQ area $100 off
first month rent. 148 E. William St
Call Cindy - 947-0803.

COMPUTERMATL
low cost dating service.
FREE brochure, P.O. Box 612112,
S.1. CA 95161-2112.
6800 4219199
’Agents Wanted’

VOICEPAAIL $41. PER MONTH. No
deposit, installation or deposit
costs, Private and secure. Simple
to use Call 408 423-0589 for info
REPOSSESSED & IRS Foreclosed
nomes avaonie at !Deom market
value. Fantastic savings! You
repair. Also S&L bailout ProPerfefl
Call 805 682,7555 Ext. 1-1-1513

SERVICES

2 BEDROOM. 2 BATHROOM
Large, clean, quiet. gated. garage
$750 no. 642 S. 7th, 011
9858098

TRAVEL

WRITING. RESEARCH SERVICES.
All subjects Paper. Mess develop.
mere. assistance. Qualified writ.
ers. Editing. Resumes
Work guaranteed Reasonable
Berkeley (4151841-5036

VILLAGE APARTMENTS
2 bd. 1 be Starting at $750 /rno
Free basic Cable T.V. Security under
ground parking. Sun deck & BBQ
area. $100 off first months rent
576S. 5th St. Kris 295.6893 or
Bob 377-3353. Leave message.

FREE TRAVEL Air couriers and
Cruiseships Students also needed Christmas, Spring and Summer
for Amusement Park employment
Call 805 682 7555 Est F166.

TUTOR. Math, Physics, Comp, Sal.
Group discounts
Call (5101447.6508 for aPPI

MEXICO CRUISE 599, Per Person
4 day / 3 night hotel Plan now for
your break Very limited offer Cal!
nchv 1 800 621 057?

LEARN TO FLYI
All levels. private through
commercial Special 1 hour,
Introductory flight for $35.00
Call Jim at 14081 723.3146
for details.

STATE HOUSE APARTMENTS
2 bdrm / 2 bath start $765 Free
basic cable TV, Security Gates,
Remodeled - Roomy and clean
SOBS 11th St
Call Dan 295-5256 or
Steve 729-0290
Leave message

WORDPROCESSING

50% DISCOUNT on all
PERMANENT COSMETICS
Entrance your natural beauty.’
Eye liner Eyebrows - Lips. Cheeks
Small soars blended
Expires 1225-91
Call Trish at 408 379.3500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621E Campbell Ave 817
Campbell, CA 95008

2 BORE. APT. $695. $500.
deposit. Camden/Hillsdale. 5).
Clean Large. Quiet
Call 2667882
LIKE NEW I BR APTS.
Print & airy
with AEK, DW, AC Gated parking,
intercom, laundry
Two roommates 0 K
Rent 56855850
Also rent monthly parking only
Quiet, nice for staff
1 block from campus
ASPEN VINTAGE TOWER
257470,,

QUALITY TYPING SERVICE
Term papers, theses, resumes.
letters, reports All formats
Steno sevice. Pick up and delivery
for large jobs. 20 years
experience. MA in English
Call Margaret,
8 am to 8 prn. at 251-6775

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC! Unv. i
hair removed forever see(
.
Conficientiai Your own sieve
probe or disposable
Call 247-7456.
335 S Haywood Ave San lose
BARE IT AU,/ PERMANENT HAIR
REMOVAL Stop shaving waxing
tweeting-or using Chemicals Let
us permanently remove your
unwanted hair. Back, Chest, Lip,
Bikini, Chin Tummy, etc Students
& faculty 15% discount 1st appt
1/2 price If made before December
25th Hair Today Gone Tomorrow.
621 E Campbell Ave 011.
Campbell, Call 408 3198500
Gwen, Irish or Marlice.
Registered Electrologists

PERSONAL
LINDA,
I DON’T WANT TO LOSE YOUI
Don’t ignore my love for you
Love always. Ken
ENTREPRENEUR RESOURCE.
a 0,0^thlY Publication serving
entreprenew, with arks A articles

MANI EXPERIENCED TYPIST.
Let me do the typing!!
Resumes, term papers, theses.
etc. Grad & undergrad. Available
days- (eves & weekends by appt.)
IBM Comp / Laser winter.
Ca, Arra 972499?
TWO BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS
reo,o0ricra,.kies
TYPING WORDPROCESSING
$1 50.52 00 page
Macintosh laser print.
NoteS. Papers, letters.
flyers, resumes. etc Free editing.
Dohrmann Business Center
325 S 1st St 1st Fl 2830700
LET MS PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
make your papers look as good as
they sound Call Bonn. at
248-6668 to discuss rates
TYPING & WORDPROCESSING
$2 PIN Phil
EILEEN 22,

WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO?
Hawaii. Mexico Europe, kJ 5
Make your CnrIstmas plans now
Call for low airfares
408 997-3647 Aziene

TYPING , WORDPROCESSING
page
From $.2
Free pickup / delivery on campus
Phone 4OR 31827/4
SANTA CLARA Secretarial Sem
984 2168 Near 1.k
Term papers. Resume, I
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Fast Accurate Depentlate
Kathleen . 408 3791188
DESKTOP PUBUSHING - Fun svc
technical manuscript prep Trio
editing 00ge/Igra’n""an equations,
line art, phOtos Fast turnaround.
25 yrs professiona, experience
South San lose Floyd, 629 2007

QUIZ

NEWS

live correct - reads Wall Street
Journal. Three to four - watches Peter Jennings. One to two
watches A Current Affair.

410 New evidence
shows pyramids
weren’t only for
pharaohs

@ Cambodia peace
pact brings U.S.
trade
closer

NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) - An Iraqi
newspaper claimed Thursday that Kuwait and
its allies in the U.S.-led coalition "kidnapped"
55 Iraqi fishermen in the northern Gulf two
weeks ago.
The official Iraqi News Agency, monitored in Nicosia, quoted the al-Jumhuriyah
daily as saying the men and their boats were
seized on Oct. 10 off the southern Iraqi city of
Faw by a "group of warships and helicopters."

5

SJSU WEATHER:
captured 84 Iraqis trying to infiltrate the
strategic Bubiyan island, which dominates
Iraq’s access to the gulf.
However, Western military sources have
said the Iraqis detained were smugglers or
scavengers seeking to gather abandoned
weapons and ammunition.
Iraqi forces left large quantities of
weapons on Bubiyan when they were driven
out of Kuwait by allied troops in February.
Western officials say the Kuwaitis have
played up the incidents and the threat of Iraqi
infiltration to help the emirate secure defense
agreements.

0 Iraq accuses
Kuwait of
kidnapping
fishermen

San lose State University II Friday, (-Mob(’r 2S, 1991

ATTENTION GRADS1
meow c
SPA/Ti,’
Office
gramma,
structure’
Willow

on

EXPERIENCED WORD Processors,
ram/arc in APAlluraben
formats Scence and Engiish
papers our specialty Free spell
check/storage Low-cost eoiring
and graphics Res,,, .,x
services a., ,
Masterson’s W.,.
Cali Pau,’ v re
LETTERS. RESUMES, F1YERS
arid small Jobs by a ow
Laser printing
Free disk storage
Call Evelyn at
EDP SERVICES
2708014
WORD PROCESSING
Friendly home typist using
Word Perfect & Laser printer
Near Bollinger & Be Arta Blyn
12 years legal experience
Suzanne 446-1458

924-3282
924-3277

CALL UNDA TODAY
for experienced. professionw
wordprocessing. Theses. ter,
Papers, grout, projects. etc
All formats including APA
Quick return
Transcription services availabte
Almaden / Branham area.
Phone 264-4504
CALL MARSHA 266-9448 for word
processing with Word Perfect 5.1
and HP Laser II. Speciality editing,
e.g.. grammar. sentence structure.
formatting (VA. Turab(an. MLA)
Can also edit your 5 1/4 resit in
WP 5.0/5.1 or ASCII Assistance
with all phases of thesis, term
paper, & resume preparation
ESL students welcome
Willow Glen area
WHEN THE BEST
IS AU. YOU NEED!
Papers Typed
Laser Printer
Spell Check
51 90 pp arc up
Evening 8. weekend spots
Berryessa/Evergreen
254 4 t,C’
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Word Pro.:essmg, Term Papers
Theses, Graduate Work. APA &
Turablan Desktop Publishing
Graphic Design & Layout
Laser Output,
Satisfaction Guaranteed
VIRGILIO INTEGRATED PUBLISHIV,
Near Oakridge Mali 224.6395
A NEATLY TYPED PAPER
gets the best grade
Good spelling and grammar
also help, Let this
English teacher assist
you in improving your
G P.A Foreign students
welcome Call Barbara
at WRITE/TYPE14081295.7438
AFFORDAR4.E41 EXPERIENCED
wordprocessing! Term papers
reports, group PaPers, resumes.
letters, theses, laSerbk,ler.
etc All formats plus APS.
Spellcheck. punctuation/ grammar
assistance All work guaranteed’
Call PAM 2472681, 8am 817m
for worry free pro’ess.dnal
dependable se,vire

DAILY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
PRINT YOUR AD HERE. (Count approximately 30 letters anu spaces for each line. Punctuation counts as one letter.)

OOODODOOLIODOOOOEMODDEJOEOOODEL
0000DOODOODODOODDOODODOODEOODE
OODOODOODOODEDOED00000000EOEF
MOODODEDEDDOMEEOODOOE7’’’
Name

AD RATES,

MINIMUM

One
Day

Two
Days

3

Please check
your classification:

LINES ON ONE DAY

Three
Days

Four
Days

Five
Dayll

Address

City/State

Arrouncoments

3 Imes

$500 $600

$700 $800

$900

41ines

$600 $700

$800 $900

$1000

51ines

$700 $800

$900 $1000 $1100

Phone

6 lines

$800 $900

$10 00 $11 00 $T200

I

t’llECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192-0149
SFNID

Each additional line ST 00
Each additional day $1 00

SEMESTER RATES,

Zio

ALL ISSLIES

5 9 lines $70 00 * 10 14 lines $9000
15 19 lines $11000

Questions? Call (408) 924-3277

Classif,ed desk located inscle Warequist library North 102
Deadline Two
days before publication
Consecutive publications dates Onty IN No refunds
on cancelled ads

Automotive
_._Computers
For Sale
_Greek
Help Wanted
__Housing
_Lost and

Found

Personal
Services
Stereo

Travel
_Wordprocessing
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Spartans not intimidated by Cal’s No.10 ranking
California not
expecting easy
contest against
SJSU Saturday
By Pete Baran
Daily staff writer

It’s not the Big Game, but it’s no
small contest either.
Saturday’s SJSU-Cal game is being
billed as the second biggest Bay Area
football rivalry of the season. The
Spartans (5-2) are in first place in the
Big West while the Golden Bears (5-1)
are in second place in the Pac-10.
Maybe this contest should be
known as the Large Game.
No matter what the title, both learns
are anticipating a hard-fought battle
Saturday.
Cal and its No. 10 national ranking
is not taking SJSU lightly.

"We’re preparing for a tough oppo- receptions currently tics hint for ninth
nent in San Jose," Cal coach Bruce in the record books, and 27 of these
Snyder said.
catches have come this season. Treggs
And the Spartans are not in awe of recently pissed Steve Rivera into first
Cal’s national standing.
place on the all-time Cal receiving list.
"Cal’s ranking doesn’t intimidate
The other receiver spot is held by
us," SJSU coach Terry Shea said.
youngster Scan Dawkins. In his
Intimidated or not, the Spartans sophomore season, Dawkins has
will have their work cut out for them already established himself as an end
this weekend. The Golden Bears are zone threat. He is tied for the team
eager to bounce back from last lead in touchdowns with six.
Saturday’s tough loss to No. 3-ranked
Cal’s ground game also contains
Washington.
two impressive weapons in tailbacks
Cal possesses a dangerous offense Russell White and Lindsey Chapman.
capable of scoring a bundle of points.
White was hyped as a Hcisman
The unit is led by quarterback Mike candidate early in the season, but resPawlawski, who has completed 64.9 piratory problems have slowed him
percent of his pusses this season.
down the last few games. He was held
His impressive statistics include to under 50 yards last week, but has
1,407 yards through the air and 13 rushed for 561 yards and six touchtouchdown tosses.
downs on the season.
The Golden Bears also have a fine
The pleasant surprise in the Golden
group of receivers for Pawlawski to Bear backfield has been the sophomore Chapman. He has run for 438
choose from.
Wide receiver Brian Treggs is yards on 73 carries for an average of
up
the
Pac-10
list
of
6.0
a carry.
moving
steadily
His 68 -yard touchdown scamper
all-time pass receivers. His 149 career

against Washington last week was
Cal’s longest play of the season.
The Spartans will counter with a
high-powered offense that Snyder
calls "similar" to his own.
SJSU racked up some huge offensive numbers in last Saturday’s 64-47
win over University of the Pacific. The
unit accounted for 616 yards, seventh
best in the SJSU history.
The Spartans compiled 245 yards
on the ground. Tailback Maceo
Barbosa ran for more than 100 yards
for the second straight game. He finished with 126 yards and a touchdown.
The Spartan passing attack also
flexed its muscle. Young Gun
receivers Bobby Blackmon and Walter
Brooks, Jr. each totaled more than 100
yards.
Blackmon’s seven catches for 127
yards was his personal best.
Brooks posted his second consecutive 100-yard effort with four catches
for 120 yards.
SJSU quarterback Matt Veatch

Gymnastics vaults
toward All-America
By Faye Wells
Daily staff writer

Leslie Salzmann Daily staff

photognipher

Ann -Marie "Fa vlor practices her routine for the balance beam

Ted Edwards is still watching,
but no longer waiting.
In September, the new SJSU
men’s gymnastic coach repaired
the frayed leads on the rings and
the landing mat in the practice
gym. And he acted spotter as he
watched team members work out.
He delayed coaching until this
month in compliance with the
NCAA rule that limited formal
training for college athletes to 144
days a year. Now he has academic
as well as athletic goals for the
team.
"I’m hoping we make academic All -America," he said. The
team must maintain at least a 3.0
wade point average to qualify for
academic all-America status.
Athletic goals include ranking
among the Top 20 teams in the
country, and getting consistently
high individual scores to qualify
for national competition.
"We’re looking for some personal bests so we can take some
individuals to the nationals," he
said.
Gymnasts are ranked according to their three highest scores,
two of which must be from meets
away from SJSU, according to
Edwards.
"With our league it’s very difficult," he said. "We are up against
outfits like Stanford who have
seven scholarships. We have two
and a half."
Other competition will come
from the Cal Bears, with "their

long tradition" of good teams,
Edwards said.
"It’s difficult to compete
against these large schools," he
said. "We are not judging our
gymnasts just on a won -lost
record." Edwards hopes for
improved team and personal
scores over the season, which
starts in January, 1992.
"I see it as a process of personal development. How can we
make everyone better?"
His program includes strength
and stretching routines and development of routines required in
competition. As a gymnast, he ran
or lifted weights, he said. He is
"responsive" to weight training
now that he teaches it, but will not
ask that his team jog.
"Around here, I do not want
them pounding the pavement.
They could end up with shin
splints," he said.
"For gymnastics, specificity is
the rule," he said. "And that’s
training on the apparatus you are
going to perform on."
The team may do a "warm-up"
exhibition match in December, but
they are training for the Spartan
Open to be held in the Event
Center Jan. 11, 1992.
"We are sanctioned to be a
qualifier meet for the Winter
Nationals at Colorado Springs,"
he said. To go the nationals, a
ranked gymnast must first win
regional competition, he said.
He smiled as he walked down
Fourth Street to his office.
"I like training," he said. "It’s a
lot of fun."

SJSU vs.
Berkeley
Kickoff:
1 p.m.
threw for 371 yards and three touchdowns on the day. This performance
earned him Big West co-offensive
player of the week along with Fresno
State quarterback Mark Barsotti.
Defensively, both teams have also
fared well this season. The Spartans
rank third in total defense in the Big
West while Cal is fifth in the Pac-10.
Spartan inside linebacker Chris
Clarke has come on strong in the last
two games. His 10 tackles against
UOP tied him with cornerback Lester
Gricc for the Spartans’ team -high in
the contest. Clarke had nine stops two
games ago at New Mexico State. His
43 total tackles tops the Spartans this

Braves take 3-2 lead with 14-5 win
ATLANTA (AP) The Atlanta Braves
made it lock easy for a change. Now comes
the hardest pan.
The Braves breezed within one game of
the World Series championship Thursday
night, blowing away Minnesota 14-5 when
Lonnie Smith and David Justice homered
again and Mark Lemke hit two more triples.
Justice drove in five runs, Smith became
the first player since Reggie Jackson in
1977 to homer in three straight Series
games and Brian Hunter also homered as
Atlanta ripped 17 hits in taking a three
games-to-two edge.
It was the biggest offensive show in a
Series in 31 years, since the New York
Yankees beat the Pittsburgh Pirates 16-3 in
Game 2 of 1960. It followed two straight
games in which the Braves won in their
final at-bat on close plays at the plate and
Atlanta’s home finale also gave the 50,878
fans one last chance to chop, chant and

By John Kreiser
October is usually the NHL’s most
peaceful month. Not this year.
Over the past two seasons, NHL
games in October have averaged about
44 penalty minutes, on their way to a
seasonal average of 48-50 PIM. If the
trend of having penalty minutes
increase as the season goes on holds
true again, there could be open warfare
by February.
Through the first three weeks of the
season, NHL games averaged 57

penalty minutes. That’s almost 10 minutes a game more than last season’s
average of 47.7 and more than 13 minutes above the average for the first
month of last season.
). One measure of the big jump in
penalty minutes: There were 119
games last season with 20 penalty minutes or less, just 53 in which 100 or
more penalty minutes were called.
Through the first three weeks of the
new season, there were just seven
games with 20 PIM or less and 10 in
which penalty minutes reached three
figures. Four of the 10 games were

Take a walk on the wild side
try walking for health benefits

Pump your arms and take long
strides and you will soon be reaping
the health benefits of walking for
fitness.
More than 55 -million Americans
have already chosen walking as
their favorite exercise, writes Lon
Sicgcr in "Walking for Fitness." For
walking to be considered fitness
walking, it must be done long
enough, fast enough and often
enough to produce desirable health
benefits.
To walk for fitness correctly, one
must take long strides while pushing
off from the balls of the feet. One
should energetically swing the arms
and maintain a brisk pace, according
to Susan Wilkinson, a full-time
SJSU aerobic instructor who also
teaches fitness walking.
Strengthening the cardiovascular
system, improving circulation and
lung capacity, and relieving

psychological stress are some of the
main benefits of fitness walking,
Sieger writes.
"I usually do aerobics, and
fitness walking gives those stressed
joints a little relief," Wilkinson said.
"Fitness walking is an excellent
cross-training tool."
Wilkinson recommends walking
for a period of at least 20 minutes to
receive maximum benefits.
"It’s like jogging but there is not
a lot of stress to your ankles and
knees," said Patrick Ramos, a
student in Wilkinson’s fitness
walking class. Ramos also added
that fitness walking is a low-impact
sport that can appeal to both sexes.
Recognizing the growing
popularity of fitness walking, many
traditional running events arc now
encouraging walkers to enter.
Walking is an inexpensive, lowmaintenance sport requiring only
comfortable clothes and shoes.
"It’s not difficult and you can do
it just about anywhere," said Karin
Judas, a fitness walker and SJSU
student.
Monica Campbell’s health and
fitness column appears every
Friday.

within the Smythe Division. Referee
Bill McCreary had the dubious honor
of working the two biggest
brawladions Edmonton at Calgary
(195 PIM) on Oct. 4 and Edmonton at
Los Angeles (172 PIM) on Oct. 8.
to- Brendan Shanahan’s favorite
childhood game show must have been
"Beat The Clock."
Shanahan, who signed with St.
Louis during the summer after spending three seasons with New Jersey, was
the only player in the NHL last season
to score more than one winning or
tying goal in the last minute of regulation time. He had two tying goals in
the last 15 seconds last season for New
Jersey, then picked up where he left off
for the Blues, getting the tying goal
against Chicago on Oct. 19 with five
seconds left.
)0 Shanahan’s teammate, Brett
Hull, is shooting just as much as he did
last season, when he scored 86 goals.
This time, though, the puck hasn’t been
going in.
In 78 games last season, Hull
scored 86 times on 389 shots (5 per
game), both NHL highs. His 22.1 percent shooting percentage was third in
the NHL and first among players with

coupon
00 off

RENO (AP) George Foreman will
resume his heavyweight boxing comeback
Dec. 7 against Jimmy Ellis, a boxer with
two-thirds of his years and one-fourth of his
fights.
"I think Ellis will give him a very, very
good fight until Foreman’s experience takes
over, but you never know," promoter Bob
Arum said Thursday in announcing the
fight.
;The 10-round fight will be the main
event on a card at the Reno-Sparks
Convention Center that also will feature
two-time world champion Roger
Mayweather taking on Rafael Pineda for the
vacant IBF junior welterweight title and
Virgil Hill in a 10-round fight against an
opponent to be decided upon.
Foreman, speaking by telephone from
his home in Marshall, Texas, said he had
already begun the fight with his weight at
his gymnasium and planned to be down to
235 pounds for the fight.
The former heavyweight champion said
he tipped the scales at 259 pounds the last

16" pizza
not good with any other offer I
Expires 10/31/91

100 or more shots. Through the Blues’
first eight games, Hull had 42 shots on
goal (5.25 per game) but had scored
Just three times, a 7.1 shooting percentage.
One oddity, though Hull had 6
assists in the eight games, a pace that
would give him 60 for the season. He
had only 45 all last season.
to Maybe the New York Islanders
should petition the NHL to play two
30-minute halves instead of three 20minute periods. The Islanders were 24-2 after eight games despite being
ahead or tied after two periods every
time. They’re only 2-2-1 in games
when they lead after two periods (the
team ahead after two periods had a
.852 winning percentage last season),
and arc 0-2-1 when they’re tied after
40 minutes. They were outscored 14-2
in the final period in their first eight
games.
k. Another team that might want its
games rearranged is the Edmonton
Oilers. The Oilers scored first in eight
of their first 10 games but managed to
including a blown 4-0
go just 3-5-0
lead in a 6-5 home loss to Washington.
Last season, they were 25-9-3 when
scoring first.
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cheer.
They did it all night in a three-hour celebration.
But to win their first Series ever, the
Braves will need to leave the Southern comfort for Minnesoti’s great indoors.
Minnesota is 0-9 in Series road games and
the Twins have lost 14 straight dating to the
1925 Series, but they 6-0 at home in the
Metrodome, including two wins last week.
The Braves became the eighth World
Series team to win three in a row after dropping the first two.
Six of those previous seven teams went
on to win the title the glaring exception
being the 1987 Twins, who went home and
stung St. Louis twice.
Steve Avery, the NL playoff MVP, will
face Scott Erickson in Game 6 Saturday
night. They were the starters in Game 3, and
neither got a decision on a day the Braves
won 5-4 in 12 innings.

Foreman will return to ring in December

NHL feels October cold with increased penalties
AP Sports Writer

season.
The improved Golden Bear defense
is led by safety David Wilson. The
senior may he the unit’s most talented
player.
He is capable of playing all four of
the defensive back positions and play
them well. Wilson is currently Cal’s
most effective tackler, connecting on
41 hits.
Saturday’s game should be a hit
with fans of both teams. The Spartans
and the Golden Bears both appear
eager to impress. Cal wants to reaffirm
its Top 10 ranking while SJSU hopes
to gain a national ranking of its own.
Let the Large Game begin.
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time he clic( ked.
Foreman, 42, is 69-3 with 65 knockouts.
He will be making his first appearance in
the ring since losing a decision to world
champion Evander Holyficld April 19 in
Atlantic City.
Ellis, who is 27 with a record of 16-0-1
and 15 knockouts, knocked out Dwain
Bonds in the second round of his last fight
April 2 at Reseda, Calif.
"It’s just a great opportunity for me,"
Ellis said on Thursday. ’I’m going to go out
there and have a good time and do my best.
I think anybody’s got a chance."
Ellis, of Redondo Beach, Calif., said he
would use his strength and his potent left
hook against Foreman.
Foreman, who took the heavyweight
championship from Joe Frazier in 1973 and
relinquished it a year later to Muhammad
Ali, said he was working with spurting partners who also have strong left hooks. said
Ellis’ camp probably has "every George
Foreman film in the world. They’re looking
for a weakness."
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"THERE’S NO OTHER WAY"
The lead track from BLUR’S debut album, LEISURE.
Also includes: "She’s So High" and "Bang"
OPEN 9AM TO MIDNIGHT 365 DAYS A YEAR
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